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1. Welcome and Introductions 
Chair Geoffrey Ghose called the meeting to order and stated that the primary purpose of the 
meeting was to have a discussion about online learning with presentations and input from a 
number of sources. He said that prior to the provost’s arrival at the meeting, an overview of the 
Strategic Role of Online Learning Report might be helpful. He then invited Robert Rubinyi, 
co-chair, University of Minnesota Online Steering Committee Strategy & Operations Task 
Group, to share highlights from the report. 
 
2. Strategic Role of On-Line Learning Report 
Rubinyi indicated that SCIT members had two electronic documents to refer to; one was the 
report itself, and the second was a slide deck titled Online Learning Report Strategy & 
Operations Supplementary Materials. Rubinyi then described the University of Minnesota Online 
Steering Committee Strategy & Operations Task Group that he co-chaired with Phil Miller, 
assistant dean, Carlson School of Management, that produced Part I. He noted that Part II was 
created by representatives from the University of Minnesota Libraries, the Disability Resource 
Center, the Center for Educational Innovation, and the Office of Informational Technology.  
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BweFZn4zOfaJd05zQWNqRnV3eFo1TXM2ODhZd1lzLXJtRkZZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BweFZn4zOfaJOGNrRlkzM3ZpX2hNZGJyQllVNWhfRFM4VWpj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BweFZn4zOfaJOGNrRlkzM3ZpX2hNZGJyQllVNWhfRFM4VWpj


Rubinyi showed a slide listing a number of items that would be necessary to create a University 
of Minnesota digital learning strategy. He noted that the report he and the steering committee 
created focused mainly on blended and online learning. 
 
Rubinyi then noted that three of the University of Minnesota campuses were already highly 
engaged in online learning as it related to individual programs, and those were the Duluth, 
Crookston, and Twin Cities campuses. 
 
Next, Rubinyi pointed out that one of the steering committee’s recommendations was to think 
strategically about which courses would be put online: on all campuses there appeared to be a 
need for online classes to assist with scheduling flexibility and curricular enhancement for 
existing residential students. He said that nationally about 75% of people enrolled in online 
programs lived within 100 miles of their home institution, which meant online learning was 
serving a large number of Minnesotans. He added that the Board of Regents and the Minnesota 
Legislature were becoming increasingly interested in the future of online learning at the 
University.  
 
Rubinyi briefly listed the online learning accomplishments of the University: 

● U of M Online website 
● Call center open during business hours 
● Market studies providing preliminary data to assist departments in deciding if online 

content would make sense for them 
● More than 2,000 online course sections 
● More than 2,000 online only students 
● More than 24,000 students taking at least one online class 

 
Next, Rubinyi noted items hindering the University from creating a comprehensive online 
learning program: 

● No agreed upon strategic direction at this point 
● No central marketing or other service packages 
● Difficulty in competing with Big 10 peer and aspirational institutions 

 
Rubinyi stressed that as the University’s peer institutions move ahead with online learning, the 
next 18-24 months would be critical in the University’s planning and execution of its online 
program. He stated that it was also imperative to move forward with a strategic plan in order to 
avoid internal redundancy and gaps. In looking at the Big 10 institutions, along with the 
University of Washington and the University of Florida, he noted that most had a central 
planning and support unit, central marketing, and central market research dedicated to 
developing an online learning platform.  
 
Rubinyi then listed the recommendations made to the provost: 
 

● Develop on-line strategic statement emphasizing professional masters programs at the 
Twin Cities and Duluth, bachelors programs at Crookston and Duluth, and strategic 
online courses for resident students systemwide 



● Design operational support approach 
● Evaluate current and prospective online academic technologies that support online 

learning 
● Build a collaborative approach to providing resources for faculty development 
● Ensure that colleges, academic units, and campuses have guidelines for online teaching 

and course development 
 
Summing up, Rubinyi noted that Provost Hanson had discussed the report with the Twin Cities 
campus deans, chancellors, vice-chancellors, vice-provosts, and the Faculty Consultative 
Committee (FCC). For Provost Hanson, the development of a strategic framework for online 
learning was a top priority before stepping down, he explained, and she has said that she would 
like to see additional consultation with faculty and leaders to get recommendations on next steps. 

 
After moving through the information in the report and slide deck, Rubinyi asked if there were 
any questions.  
 
Kristin Janke, professor, Department of Pharmaceutical Care & Health Systems, asked Rubinyi 
to describe in more detail the ways in which the University of Minnesota lagged behind its peers 
in the online learning arena.  
 
Rubinyi said that regarding the technological infrastructure for online learning, the University 
was in fairly good shape. One element the steering committee was working on with the help of 
the Office of Information Technology (OIT) was an e-proctoring solution. He suggested there 
will also be an increasing demand for identity verification and management for online students. 
Rubinyi was excited to share that he had learned of a number of universities using virtual reality 
for online lab work, and said he hoped that would be a component of the University of 
Minnesota’s online learning programming. 
 
Chair Ghose asked if there was a way to make certain that the University was indeed meeting the 
needs of its students, even if, for example, a particular department declined to adopt online 
learning strategies. Rubinyi said he believed there needed to be much more consultation and 
survey work done in terms of the needs of students and prospective students.  
 
Rubinyi said that without an overall strategy, it would be more difficult to get buy-in and 
agreement from all departments and units. He noted that overall higher education enrollment was 
declining nationally, and that was likely to continue. However, Rubinyi said, online enrollment 
was on the rise.  
 
A discussion followed about how to focus and optimize market research, recruiting and 
retention. Rubinyi noted that an emphasis was definitely needed within the state for particular 
programs, but that many of the University’s schools had a national reputation; therefore the 
University’s marketing and recruiting efforts should reach that audience as well.  
 
3. Report from Faculty Currently Using Online Learning 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BweFZn4zOfaJRENZQVpJaDBCaDBvWEwzalFGaG9jVWR2NXdN


Ann Hill Duin, professor, Writing Studies, College of Liberal Arts (CLA), told committee 
members that she would address her experiences with facilitating online learning, and the 
obstacles and opportunities in relation to her online work. She stated that while online learning 
felt like a very current initiative, she and her colleagues have been working on it for well over 20 
years, and that the University of Minnesota had received funding for virtual University and 
online learning development from the legislature in 1997.  
 
Duin noted that one of the driving forces behind the continued creation of online learning 
components in the College of Liberal Arts was the increased attention on learning outcomes. She 
said CLA had also worked with an outside advisory board and the advice from that board was to 
move forward and continue to increase the number of online offerings. She noted that every time 
their department had an online option for a multi-section course, the online option would fill 
immediately.  
 
Duin then moved on to what the obstacles were to adopting online learning strategies. There was 
a bias against it, she said, with opponents questioning the accounting of time spent engaged with 
students. She shared tuition summaries, noting that the University of Minnesota loses students to 
other schools in the region because it is up to four times more expensive than its competitors. 
 
Duin next listed opportunities and support for online learning: 

● Strategic and sustainable commitment from the Provost’s Office 
● Strong student demand 
● Support and assistance from the College of Liberal Arts Technology and Innovation 

Services and University of Minnesota Libraries 
● Strong disciplinary (specifically in her field, writing studies)  
● Possibility of a revolving loan fund concept 

 
Duin finished by sharing a list of readiness criteria that would be necessary for a successful 
online learning strategy: 

● Student and faculty buy-in 
● Champions of change 
● Vertical and horizontal support 
● A targeted e-commerce strategy focusing on the crucial industries for the state 
● A climate that supports this type of work and collaboration 
● A commitment to learners 

 
Next, Douglas Ernie, associate professor, College of Science and Engineering, described his 
background in online learning. He noted that, in talking with faculty, the biggest concerns 
regarding adopting online learning initiatives, were academic integrity and proctoring exams. He 
added there was a significant amount of class content change, year to year, in his field. The 
development of online content could be very challenging and cost-prohibitive if it needed to be 
updated every year. Ernie then noted that faculty were concerned about integrating the 
on-campus students with distance learners, and if there were effective, equitable methods to 
accomplish that. And lastly, faculty felt pulled in numerous directions and were concerned about 
the time commitment required to develop and maintain online class options.  



 
Ernie agreed with Rubinyi that lack of a cohesive marketing plan was a significant concern, as 
was the number of students being lost to less expensive schools in the University’s region.  
Michelle Driessen asked how were credit hours correlated for an online class as compared with a 
traditional class. Duin said there was significant analysis and guidance from the advisory board 
that they worked with on how to calculate credit hours equitably.  
 
4. Report from Executive Vice President and Provost Karen Hanson 
Provost Karen Hanson began by saying she was most interested in learning how administration 
can best support online learning initiatives and strategies while working in the decentralized 
atmosphere of the University. She stated that the activity in this arena has largely been driven by 
individual units. She noted that when schools and departments did have opportunities to create 
online learning, it appeared they were seizing them. She then asked if anyone present was aware 
of departments or units which have had opportunities but were unable to seize them because of 
lack of central support.  
 
Provost Hanson said the use of online learning differs from school to school and she didn’t 
foresee that changing radically. She agreed that testing and accreditation would be issues in all 
departments and units. She then said that she felt there should be a statement of support from the 
Provost’s Office, and that she had discussed this with the Board of Regents. She described the 
need for creating a new position, the job of which would be to unify the University’s approach to 
online learning, especially during the transition in administration. 
 
Provost Hanson then asked what further consultations did this particular committee feel needed 
to take place for online learning initiatives to move forward. She noted that while the reports that 
Rubinyi and the steering committee had provided were extremely helpful, there had not yet been 
much faculty or collegiate leadership, or system campus academic leadership. She stated she is 
looking for direction from the committee on best ways to support the faculty from an 
administrative standpoint.  
 
Ghose then invited Ernie to expand on something he had mentioned earlier about missed 
opportunities. Ernie described two new degree programs, that, at the time they were proposed, 
should have received considerable thought about whether or not to include an online component. 
He noted that because of the unique expertise of the faculty in his department, the new courses 
would have been competitive not only regionally, but nationally as well (if there had been an 
online component). The choice was made not to create an online component, and Ernie felt that 
was a lost opportunity.  
 
Provost Hanson then asked if Ernie had an idea as to why an online component for the new 
classes didn’t happen. Ernie said considering an online component to a class needs to become 
normal in the culture of the University - it should be automatic - which currently, it is not. Not 
only would it increase revenue, it would enhance the University’s reputation and its ability to 
recruit high level graduate students.  
 



Provost Hanson noted that considering an online component for a class or program was already 
part of the compact process, and she opined that it could also be part of every program review 
process. She then asked if the committee thought there might be a way to request that colleges 
and campuses take an inventory of which programs currently do have online learning 
components, and to consider if there might be places for additional online content. 
 
Ernie suggested, in addition to the inventory, asking the colleges, as part of the next review 
cycle, for their input on what they would consider to be strategic areas in their programs that 
would benefit from online components.  
 
A discussion then followed about the best way to make considering online programming a 
central question among faculty. Duin noted that the University had to consider what it wanted to 
be known for, and that moving forward with a comprehensive online learning initiative would 
definitely enhance the University’s reputation.  
 
Rubinyi added that while attending a Big 10 Conference meeting in the summer of 2018, he 
consistently heard three things that were imperative for creating a successful online learning 
program: 

1. The president and the provost name online learning as a top five priority at their 
institution 

2. Adequate support for faculty 
3. Initial financial incentives to mitigate start up costs 

 
John Butler noted that he was particularly struck by the strategic risk of “what if we don’t?” He 
listed the possible erosion of reputation and market share, and how that provided a sense of 
immediacy in pushing the initiative forward. Duin agreed, and added that the information that 
could be gathered from analytics was also a very compelling reason to move forward. Ernie 
shared that with institutions that have online components, the teaching pedagogy has improved, 
not only online, but on the bricks and mortar campuses as well. Santiago Fernandez-Gimenez 
said it was important to ensure that the non-faculty staff who serve the students were part of the 
continuing conversation as well, so they could provide up-to-date information to their students.  
 
The meeting wrapped up with committee members discussing the steps that have already been 
taken towards online learning, and pointing out that moving toward a more comprehensive 
online program is not a great leap, but a matter of connecting the pieces that are already 
available.  
 
In the interest of time, Ghose thanked the committee and guest speakers and adjourned the 
meeting.  
 
Geanette Poole 
Senate Associate 
 
 
 


